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About This Game

A Cute and Quirky classic adventure platforming game about a Frog named Hoppy searching for his frog friend Jumpy.

Swing and Launch yourself through levels with your tongue ability.

A Vast Array of gimmicks, enemies and obstacles, there's always something new you'll encounter in each level.

Unique and Challenging Boss Fights, each with their own attacks and weaknesses.

Collect Sparkly Gems and Spend them to buy charms that alter your play style, opening up possibilities for replay-ability and
strategies to overcome levels.

Bouncy and Catchy tunes, each level has a unique song.
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Dress Yourself Up with a wide range of cosmetics, have ducks follow you around or make goofy sounds when you hit the
ground. It has hats.

For The Classic Hardcore Platforming Gamer, enjoyable for speed-runners as well!

Created in a little over 4 years by a single developer.

It has hats.
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Title: Frog Hop
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Tiny Warrior Games
Publisher:
Tiny Warrior Games
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8, or 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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I would not recommend this as DTG have not changed\/updated anything, except the lights on the train. I am disappointed that it
did not come with the Evening Star. I have not managed to get this train when, pulling a heavy load not to have wheel slip.

It is a shame that IHH is out of business, as their version was far better than this.

If you do want to give this a go then please wait for it on sale as it is defiantly not worth it at full price.. This is what VR is
about, experiences like this. Couldnt reccomend it enough even if it does last 5 minutes.. I completed the game in a short hour.
My life has changed. I no longer want to eat vegetables, but rather embrace them, I have the most vigorous sexual desires for
them after experiencing this masterpiece. I recently set fire to my entire garden to destroy the entirety of plantlife in my local
vicinity. I have several carrots in my drawer for when I feel a desire to express myself to the vegetables. I have never
experienced greater joy as I couragously plough through the endless nightmares that now happen within my mind in the
darkness of the night. I can not promise you happiness, but I can promise you an emotional turnwheel of events which may
change your life as you know it. When you enter this game, you may never leave again, become one with the vegetable, become
the vegetable.. Hasn't been updated since Feb 2015, DO NOT BUY.. Constant crushes. Unable to record games that have more
than 15 years. Bugged in many ways. Don't waste your money.. This game is awesome. You need to do the tutorial though, the
interface is okay but not very intuitive, but they explained exactly how do to everything I was having problems with when I tried
to jump into the game without any guidance.

No prior knowledge needed. I know a little bit of python but I only really use it to do math and the type of stuff that most people
use spreadsheets for, but I'm by no means a programmer and I found the game intuitive enough.

It's not a handholding game though- the only more "hardcore" programming game I've played is Screeps, which I gave up on.
You have to figure out the basics of how computer logic works, but it will explain enough for you to figure it out.. Hi
First i must say, that i was really sad to hear that the Developer of the First Game run out of Money and quit the Servies for the
last Game and so i think that never anything new will see the Light of Day. But now its there. A Brandnew Part and i love it
soooo much. Honesty its a other Typ of Game. The First was Puzzle the second is a Hack`n Slash. Its a small Game, but its full
of Passion and Love of the Developer. So much Things to see and to collect.
I am very happy, this Game is now out.
And i am proud to support this Project with my Money. Thank you ^^
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An excellent sequel to one of the best Lovecraftian adventure games ever. I highly recommend this game and its predecessor.

But, to be completely fair, it's not quite as good as the story it finishes. This slight drop in quality is simply a result of it showing
the player too much. Arguably, the secret to nailing a proper Lovecraftian vibe is to keep all the important things endlessly in
the shadows. This game breaks that rule, and takes you right to the center of everything.
Still, that's a very minor sin here, especially since the story had to go SOMEWHERE.

(Eccentric side note: the game looks amazing on a 3D monitor once you turn off a few of the new graphics settings.)

All in all, I highly recommend this game unless you haven't played the first one yet. But if that's the case, I just recommend the
first one even harder.
. Strata could be so frustrating--except it's so careful not to be.

I mulled over purchasing Strata for a while. At first I was worried I wasn't smart enough to get too into this game, but it's very
forgiving and the sound effects are calming, almost meditative. I have lovely moments of insight, where everything just clicks
and the ribbons weave so perfectly, and I have times where I ponder and redo... and occasionally look at the hints.

Don't worry about difficulty: it draws you in slowly and gently and gives you all the time you need.. Ehhhm wtf?!?!?!?! So I
mean WTF?! Dont buy this. Thats all I have to say.. good car pack!

95\/100 worth. I love this game so much but this DLC is not worth 5 euro.

They put level concepts from pre-pre-alpha to this DLC using wall from world A and old mine\/jammer models. Most of
puzzles are in full game so you will feel angry playing the same without nice landscapes etc.

DLC also include 1 exclusive world that should be in final game but they replaced with another for unknown reason. It's good, I
like it but it's still not enough to say "It's fantastic, 10\/10".. GTV\u6e38\u620f\u7ade\u6280\u9891\u9053
\u300a\u6e38\u620f\u5b9d\u5178 \u300b\uff0c\u5dee\u4e0d\u591a\u662f\u5341\u5e74\u524d\u4e86\u3002\u3002\u3002\u3
002\u3002\u867d\u7136PC\u4f18\u5316\u5dee\u7684\u8981\u6b7b\uff0c\u4f46\u5f53\u5e74\u8fd8\u662f\u9177\u70ab\u70
b8\u5929\u4e86\u3002

Update - Save game and tutorials:
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Hey guys
As a lot of people started to play game I saw they were strugling with some things.

Ive posted small update thats fixing save game, level optimization and other small things like tutorials on loading screen.
We still need to connect audio with menu and add few more things into options.

Game will recieve update later today with more content.

Thanks to everybody for support and a lot of good comments.

Thats something that is giving us strenght to keep good work on this game.
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Regards
- Adriano. New Trailer and slightly adjusted release date!:
We're getting closer to the release date, meaning that we needed a new, shiny trailer! In it you won't only be able to hear the
terrific voice over of Ed Kelly, it also features the massive improvements we made to the game in the last months. And since we
keep working on it, it will in an even better shape for the release!

Release that we moved of a single day, the game will come out on December 6th.

Jokes aside, we only encountered a minor bureaucratic issue, but now nothing will prevent the Early Access release of Chef!. 
October 10th:

The currencies of Warm Breeze have been removed from the list of valuables.
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Added visual effects for Demiurge Mark and for picked-up Ether Shards
Enabled the ability to sell Sparks of Morale.
You will not be able to make much money: 1 Spark is only worth 2800 credits.

Symbols. Pigeon close encounter!:
Now you can get up close and personal with pigeons in Bum Simulator!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EPNqxeUlTg
New skill videos coming soon!

To stay up to date simply follow us on:
Twitter (https://twitter.com/RaggedGames)
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/RaggedGames/). Update 0.32:
Point clouds are still in progress, only used for stones now, but I did some bugfixing so here's a work-in-progress update.

Fixed (hopefully) the "can't create saved game file" bug.

Point cloud models for various stones.

Added point cloud quality setting.

Menhir circles use single type of stone object for the circle now.

Changed how static objects are created for better mod-ability.

Optimized some parts of world generation.

Switched random number generator to faster and better xorshift* algorithm.

Lighting/shading is somewhat off temporarily while transitioning to point cloud models.
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